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Introduction to the research team

• Frin Bale (UoL)
• David Barns (UoL)
• Josh Turner (UoL)
• Saleh Meibodi (UoL)
• Sumedha Basu (UoL)
• Fleur Loveridge (UoL)
• Simon Rees (UoL)
• Martin Fletcher (Leeds Beckett)

• Contributions from Bill Kirkup and Denny Gray (CAG consultants)
• Support from Policy Leeds
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How this event will work!

• Hybrid event
• Chatham house rules
• Consent
• Miro boards and post-it notes

Aim for today: Capture practitioner perspectives of SGHE to 
contribute to policy development
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Agenda

13:00 – 13:05 Welcome and introduction

13:05 – 13:30 Overview of technology and research
• Benefits and challenges

13:30 – 14:15 Breakout session 1:
• Technical & design
• Local implementation

14:15 – 14:45 Break and policy mapping activity

14:45 – 15:30 Breakout session 2:
• Business models
• National policy & design
• Users (online)

15:30 – 16:00 Wrap-up
• What have we missed?
• Next steps

16:00 Close
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Background to shared ground heat exchange
Technology specifics, benefits & challenges, policy landscape

David Barns, School of Earth & Environment, University of Leeds



• Timeframe: December 21 – March 22
• Team: University of Leeds, Leeds Beckett 

University
• Research approach: 

• Rapid evidence assessment
• Case studies
• Policy mapping
• Stakeholder perspectives

• Areas of focus
• Benefits and challenges
• Technical and design
• Business models (who installs, owns 

and manages the system? 
e.g. utility model)

• Users / consumer protection
• National policy and regulation 
• Local implementation 7

Project overview

Define problem, 
establish 

technology & 
policy landscape 

Undertake rapid 
evidence 

assessment, 
case studies, 

policy mapping

Participatory 
workshop to 

explore 
practitioner 
perspectives 
and generate 

further insights

Synthesise
research 

findings and 
create policy 

brief

Publicise policy 
brief, engage 

with national & 
local 

policymakers



• Working definition
• ‘Systems which comprise distributed heat pumps 

using ground-sourced heat and a low 
temperature heat network that serves more than 
one household’

• Electrified heating to many properties from a 
shared ground heat exchanger

• Ground heat exchanger provides thermal storage
• Summer heat stored for winter use 

• Distributed heat pumps combined with 
ambient temperature network

• Shared heat (& cold) to multiple dwellings 
• Each dwelling has own heat pump
• Free-floating temperature / uninsulated pipes 

• Also known as ‘shared ground loops’, 
‘ambient heat networks’, ‘fifth generation 
district heating and cooling’, and many 
more…
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What is shared ground heat exchange?
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Shared ground heat exchange case studies



• Compared to gas boilers 
• Electrified systems become lower carbon over time as the grid decarbonises
• Connects heat and electricity sectors to support grid balancing and renewables
• Can provide both heating and cooling

• Compared to direct electric heating
• Higher efficiency – heat pumps deliver 3-5 units of heat for each unit of electricity
• Lower grid impacts and competition with other electrification requirements 

• Compared to individual heat pumps
• Can serve multiple households from shared ground array, shared waste heat supply 

etc.
• Applicable to settings where individual heat pumps are not viable – space, 

appearance, etc.
• Demand diversity and impact on sizing 
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Why choose shared ground heat exchange?



• Compared to traditional (high temperature) district heating
• Not subject to energy losses of traditional DH (and subsequent overheating of 

dwellings)
• Resident can choose their own energy (electricity) provider
• Operator does not have to take on complexity of heat metering & billing
• Can deal with low occupancy levels 
• Distributed heat pumps mean resident has more control over their heating
• Can potentially simulate a utility model where residents can choose to connect 

or not as they wish 
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Why choose shared ground heat exchange?



• Novelty
• Very few suppliers, with near monopoly market status and low levels of awareness
• Absence of guidelines and standards, knowledge held by a few companies
• High capital costs due to complexity, novelty and increased pipe sizes
• No ‘ideal’ business model for system designers, installers, operators

• Technology & design
• User acceptance of different type of technology & operation
• Work most efficiently in well-insulated properties
• Need for in-dwelling thermal storage?
• Complexity in terms of planning, designing and controlling systems

• National policy and regulation
• Electrified approach means users suffer from ‘spark gap’
• Heat is not a statutory utility, developers don’t have the right to dig up street
• Lack of regulation in heat sector (up to now) means customers can suffer
• Policy appears to focus on micro and large scale and may miss out ‘meso’ scale approaches like SGHE

• Local implementation
• Developer default moving from gas boilers to direct electric heating
• SGHE very context and user sensitive which runs counter to national / centralised decision-making
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Challenges to shared ground heat exchange deployment
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policy context

• Heat & Buildings Strategy released Oct 2021, 
part of wider Net Zero Strategy

• New heating systems to be net zero compatible 
(i.e. gas boilers phased out) from 2035 (new 
properties 2025)

• Decision around future of gas grid by 2026
• Focus on options

1. Heat pumps (i.e. individual, low density settings), 
600,000 pa 2028

2. Heat networks (city-scale, high density settings), 
no target, focus on e.g. zoning

3. Hydrogen, lots of trials
• SGHE falls between 1-2, risk of technology being 

overlooked on national and local level?



• Applicable to England only, to be in place by 2025, consultation closed 19/11/21
• Scotland legislation passed 2021

• What is a heat network zone?
• “a designated area within which heat networks are the lowest cost, low carbon solution for 

decarbonising heating”

• Which buildings will be required to connect? Option 3 (high ambition) preferred
• “All new buildings, large public sector and large nondomestic buildings – as well as larger 

domestic premises which are currently communally heated – would be required to connect to 
a heat network within a prescribed timeframe.” (10 years)

• Residential premises without communal not required to connect
• What do they mean by heat networks? 

• Distribute heat to multiple buildings from a central source or sources
• Communal when connected to wider networks
• No minimum size, SGHE eligible as long as those conditions are met

• Role of central government: 
• Develop standardised methodology, decide which buildings must connect
• National mapping exercise, appoint Zoning Coordinators

• Role of local authorities as Zoning Coordinator
• Local zone refinement and formal designation
• Determine procurement and delivery approach 
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Heat network zoning
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Policy mapping – 6 funding streams explored



• Breakout session 1
• Technical & design
• Local implementation

• Breakout session 2
• Business models
• Users / consumers
• National policy and regulation

• Choose whichever you like 
• To change rooms:
• Online attendees – leave Zoom 

breakout room and Open Innovations 
support will help you move 

• Each room has a facilitator from 
the research team

• Each session has a number of 
prompt questions to consider

• Other key questions welcome
• Make a note of any insights you 

think we should include
• In-person – big post-its on breakout 

tables
• Online – ‘Miro’ sticky notes in 

breakout room spaces
• Facilitator will group insights and 

ensure each question is discussed
• Online: Miro link will have been 

shared but if you don’t have it or 
have any problems, ask Josh!
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Breakout sessions
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Miro handy guide

• Join via URL (will have been 
shared)

• You don’t need to sign up!
• To move around the board

• Hold and drag right mouse 
button

• To zoom in and out
• This is much easier with a mouse 

scroll wheel!
• Otherwise bottom right 
• Zoom right out to see whole 

board

• To add sticky note
• Select from left hand menu
• Fourth option down
• Or press ‘n’
• Choose colour

• If you accidentally delete 
• Undo button
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• Do you think this policy will help SGHE 
deployment? If not, why not?

• Would you consider using this funding stream? 
If not, why not?

• What's missing?

Policy Mapping Activity
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Next steps

• To publish
• Data from Rapid Evidence Assessment
• Case studies
• Policy summaries
• Policy briefing note

• Dissemination activities
• Seminars/meetings/blogs - ideas?
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Thank you for your participation and engagement!

Please keep in touch!
Dr Frin Bale
c.s.e.bale@leeds.ac.uk
@EnergyFrin
https://urbanheatsystems.leeds.ac.uk/


